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Bling the Noise
ElEct r ic gui tar s adornEd wi t h crystal s ,  finE jEw El s ,  and 

ot hEr prEcious m at Erial s ar E at t hE cEn t Er of a brillian t 

nEw t rEnd in gui tar customizat ion.

Kantor also works closely with clients to realize 
personalized motifs on their own guitars. 
among his most visible customers are lady 
gaga’s Kareem, who plays a crystal-encrusted 
interpretation of an Eighties shred machine, 
and bon jovi’s richie sambora, who sports a 
bedazzled telecaster deluxe.

for those unable to afford such luxury, or who 
want a little flash without permanently alter-
ing their guitars, Kantor offers a comprehensive 
line of accessories—control knobs, pickguards, 
straps, and more, from $40 to $1,000—which are 
also customizable. “i’ll stone anything,” he says.

Kantor typically starts a project with a series 
of pencil or marker sketches, which are then 
hand painted with a water-based acrylic. he says 
the hardest part is selecting the stones that will 
be adhered to the patterns. “we have to make 
careful decisions regarding hues and values, so 
that everything is well balanced,” he says. 

amanda dunbar, the creative force behind 
precious rebels—a line of baroquely embel-
lished instruments whose clients include 

{  b y  A d A m  P e r l m u t t e r  }

 G uitarists and Guitar designers have 
long understood that elaborate inlays, 
modernistic shapes, outrageous paint 
finishes, mirrors, and other forms of 

adornment can help an instrument—and the 
artist that plays it—get noticed. recently, how-
ever, a new, upscale trend has begun to creep 
into guitar design: the employment of jewels 
and other luxury materials.

companies like robert Kantor guitars, pre-
cious rebels, and rock royalty are taking pre-
existing guitars by fender, gibson, and others 
and superimposing their own elaborate designs 
in gems both precious and artificial. arena rock-
ers have found these super-luxe instruments, 
which create effulgent effects under lighting, to 
read powerfully from the far reaches of the last 
row. The bejeweled guitars are likewise coveted 
by art collectors who prize the instruments 
for their dazzling appearance, intricate adorn-
ments, and relative scarcity—no company has 
made more than a couple dozen.

robert Kantor is a 35-year veteran of the 
apparel business and a longtime guitarist and 
collector. as executive vice president of cloth-
ing importer cache stores, Kantor saw plenty 
of crystal components applied to garments. so 
in 2007 he created a one-off jeweled fender 
jaguar with a matching strap for his com-
pany’s holiday catalog. several years later, he 

turned his attention to guitars full time. “i left 
the apparel business to pursue interests much 
closer to my heart,” he says.

Kantor began working on guitars as an 
artistic collaboration. on a series of stock 
fender stratocasters, he rendered the designs 
of john “crash” matos, the graffiti artist who 
has painted guitars for Eric clapton and john 
mayer. for this work, Kantor used swarovski 
crystals, whose precision cuts and special 
metallic coatings reflect light in brilliant prisms. 

in addition to crash guitars, Kantor now 
works with his own patterns in swarovski. 

  
fender custom Shop telecaster with bejeweled 
controls from rock royalty; (opposite) robert  
Kantor telecaster deluxe
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nickleback’s chad Kroeger and members of the 
black Eyed peas—is another prominent artist 
in the world of jeweled guitars. “i view instru-
ments not only as vessels that release sound 
but also as the beautiful visual art forms and 
shapes that they are,” she says.

while not herself a musician, dunbar has 
been around plenty of guitars; her father, 
Kenneth, is a longtime avocational player 
and collector. originally an oil painter, she 
was working on a jewelry line as a side project 
when it occurred to her to merge that medium 
with guitar design. she says, however, “it 
wasn’t enough for me to just bling out a 
guitar; anyone can do that. i wanted to do 
something more couture, involving what i am 

known for with my paintings: color, texture, 
and that take-your-breath-away ‘wow’ factor.”

like Kantor, dunbar starts each project with 
a preexisting guitar and applies each gem pains-
takingly by hand, using tiny jewelry tools. her 
material of choice is also swarovski. a finished 
precious rebels guitar can range from $5,000 
for a less ornately ornamented instrument to 
$75,000 for one incorporating precious stones 
like diamonds, rubies, and emeralds. dunbar 
approaches each example with equal passion. 
“my art pieces are all like my children,” she says. 

rock royalty is the brainchild of brian 
shore and david King, who design, engineer, 
and manufacture custom jeweled guitars. The 
company is a synergy of King’s five-genera-
tion family business in couture jewelry and 
shore’s love of the instrument. “our goal was 
to make stageworthy instruments that would 

rock at a show or look gorgeous hanging on a 
wall as a piece of fine art,” King says.

like robert Kantor and precious rebels 
guitars, rock royalty uses instruments from top 
manufacturers as the basis for its designs, with 
plans to produce some superfine proprietary 
acoustics and electrics. rock royalty guitars are 
more subtle in their application of materials, 
with most of the gems placed as accents on the 
hardware. King says, “we look at each guitar as 
an absolute work of art in itself, serving as an 
amazing canvas for rock royalty to augment 
with precious gemstones and metals.” 

what distinguishes rock royalty guitars is 
the fact that they are studded primarily with 
diamonds and natural sapphires—precious 
gemstones known for their brilliance and 
hardness—in assorted colors and saturations. 
“having a background in fine jewelry, it’s 
hard for us to derive value in rhinestones or 
swarovski crystals,” King says. “while i can 
appreciate the artistic skill that goes into 
designs with faux materials, we want to elevate 
the quality and value of the custom-jeweled-
guitar market to a whole new level.”

The company has also pioneered a technique 
it calls KagEd, in which a guitar is wrapped in 
an exotic material, such as alligator or stringray 
skin, that is then stitched together with 
flawless seams and encrusted here and there 
with gems. as King sees it, this is a harbinger 
of where boutique guitar design is headed. 
“overall,” he says, “we see this trend edging 
towards a tipping point in which the custom 
guitar industry will experience an exponential 
evolution in technology while pushing the 
boundaries of designs and materials.” 

“ We look at 
each guitar as 
an absolute 
Work of art in 
itself, serving 
as an amazing 
canvas.” 

—DaviD King

  
Hollowbody single-cutaway  
customized by Precious rebels


